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Introduction
Despite a stable and sustained growth, according to official numbers poverty reduction in Nigeria has not been up to general expectations. Poverty seems to have declined faster in the coastal south and around the federal capital, Abuja. Not every state improved. On the contrary, a large belt of northeastern states have experienced a significant increase in poverty. The lack of a faster reduction in poverty despite a significant growth in gross domestic product (GDP) may be due to a fast rise in inequality (World Bank 2013 ).
An increase in inequality is, however, just one aspect of the whole problem. Our hypothesis is that Nigeria is also undergoing a process of increasing income polarization. Whereas inequality is the overall dispersion of the distribution, referring to the distance of every individual from the median or mean income, polarization is the combination of divergence from global and convergence on local mean incomes.
In income-polarized societies, people cluster around group means and tend to be far from the mean/median of the overall distribution. Within each group there is income homogeneity and often reducing income inequality: we can talk, thus, of 'increasing identification'. Between the two groups, instead, we talk of 'increasing alienation' (Duclos et al. 2004 ). The combined effect of alienation and identification forces between two significantly sized groups leads to effective opposition, a situation that might give rise to social conflicts and tensions (Esteban and Ray 1999 , 2008 , 2011 . Also, the group at the top of the distribution has voice while the other group, at the bottom, is voiceless in matters that affect their welfare and the society at large.
Another important aspect of the income polarization analysis is that it is concerned with the disappearance or-as in the case of Nigeria-non-consolidation of the middle class. This precisely occurs when in a society there is a tendency to concentrate in the tails, rather than the middle, of the income distribution. A well-off middle class is important to every society because it contributes significantly to economic growth, as well as to social and political stability (Easterly 2001; Pressman 2007) . Also, the middle class constitutes the backbone of democracy (Birdsall 2010) and is a key ingredient in guaranteeing sustainable economic growth and poverty reduction efforts in the long term.
Nigeria represents an interesting case for undertaking a polarization analysis. As mentioned before, GDP and per capita income have grown steadily in the last decade; after GDP re-basing Nigeria is likely to become the biggest African economy and yet clear signs of consolidation of a national middle class are limited. Moreover, the country is increasingly affected by sub-regional conflicts driven to a large extent by disaffected (alienated) groups.
Studies on polarization in Nigeria are few and have approached the relevant issues in a restrictive way. The limited attention paid to long-run patterns could have been due to data problems. Aigbokhan (2000) used the Wolfson (1994) polarization index and provided estimates for the country's urban and rural areas under national, male-headed, female-headed, and zone dimensions. Aigbokhan (2000) found a higher degree of polarization in the rural areas in the 1990s, and while polarization increased in the country between 1985 and 1992, it declined in the rural areas, which is in contrast with the general belief of increased polarization. Araar (2008) analysed the 2003/04 round of the National Living Standard Survey (NLSS), and tried to identify the main drivers behind polarization in the 1990s by comparing Nigeria to China. Using the same set of data, Awoyemi and Araar (2009) decomposed the Duclos-Esteban-Ray (DER) index of polarization (Duclos et al. 2004) . Main results indicate a clear prevalence of the identification component vs. alienation, leading authors to hypothesize the existence of an ongoing polarization process. Also, they identify as main drivers of polarization the increasing divide between macro zones, education, and levels of occupation. The urban/rural divide is found to be insignificant. Awoyemi et al. (2010) extended the analysis looking at the polarization dynamics over the longer time span 1996-2004. Using data from two different household surveys, they find a reduction in polarization using both the Foster and Wolfson (1992) and DER indices: from 0.30 to 0.25 and from 0.44 to 0.38, respectively. They also show that in the southern macro areas (southeast and southwest) indices do not vary significantly. and The present paper is innovative in several aspects. First, rather than just computing and comparing polarization indexes, we use a non-parametric framework (the 'relative distribution' introduced by Handcock and Morris 1998, 1999) and compare income throughout the entire income range. The relative distribution analysis requires at least two comparable survey rounds in order to investigate changes along the entire distribution. Since the lack of comparable surveys has limited the scope of previous work, we use survey-to-survey techniques to produce two fully comparable distributions-and this can be regarded as the second aspect of novelty of the present study. Finally, the flexibility of the relative distribution tool allows an accurate analysis at macro-regional level too. Differently from previous contributions, another goal of this paper is to also document sub-national patterns of polarization. Nigeria is highly heterogeneous, so that drivers of polarization can indeed differ across macro regions. It is also worth mentioning that this focus on macro regions is aimed at preparing the ground for future research on the link between polarization and regional conflicts.
Besides the introduction, the paper articulates in four additional sections. Section 2 presents the data and discusses the imputation strategy we use to obtain comparable data on household consumption. Section 3 outlines the distinctive features of the relative distribution method for analysing economic polarization. Section 4 details the main findings of the study. Section 5 concludes.
Data and empirical strategy
The comparison of measures such as inequality, polarization or poverty computed on surveys relatively distant in time more accurately captures, we argue, the effect of structural modifications in income distribution. Excluding cases of sudden shocks, in general these measures tend to move relatively slowly, in particular polarization. For our specific case, since we use measures based on comparison of two distributions, it becomes crucial to use distributions sufficiently distant in time in order to see significant differences.
Comparisons over time, however, can be made difficult or even impossible by changes in data collection methodology (Tarozzi 2007) .
In particular for what concerns survey data, there is increasing empirical evidence that questionnaire revisions can affect respondents' response in relevant ways (see for instance Deaton and Grosh 2000, among others) . For example, the choice of recall period (7, 30 or x days before the interview) or the disaggregation of the expenditure items can deeply influence reports on expenditure. Other changes such as the switch from a diarybased collection to a recall-based collection can dramatically change aggregate food consumption expenditures, a relevant component of total expenditures in many developing countries. Beegle et al. (2010) , for example, find that in Tanzania recall modules measure lower consumption than a personal diary, with larger gaps among poorer households and for households with more adult members. Ahmed et al. (2014) , looking at Bangladesh data, also find that a switch from diary to recall reduces consumption aggregates simply because households remember their expenses better when entering them regularly in a diary. Therefore, switching the data collection methods from diary to recall likely makes poverty estimates incomparable with those of previous rounds in which consumption data were collected by diary.
In Nigeria, the Nigeria National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) uses the 2003/04 NLSS and the 2009/10 HNLSS to monitor progress in poverty reduction in the country. These surveys are representative at state level, use a month-long diary to collect consumption, and enumerators were in the field over a period ranging from October to September of the following year. NBS also conducts other household surveys, most notably the General Household Survey (GHS) crosssection and panel.
The GHS cross-section is a survey of 22,000 households carried out periodically throughout the country. It is freely downloadable from the NBS's website upon request. Available datasets include six rounds, from 2004/05 to 2010/11. Enumerators visit households once, generally in March, and ask a very standard set of questions. Data on consumption are collected by asking the household about broad categories of consumed items in the last month: food, healthcare, school, and so forth. In 2004/05 and 2010/11 data on consumption were not collected.
The GHS panel is a randomly selected sub-sample from the GHS cross-section consisting of 5,000 households. The panel covers the period 2010/11 (Wave 1) and 2012/13 (Wave 2). It is representative at national and zonal (geopolitical) levels.
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Besides the questions asked in a normal GHS survey, it contains data on agricultural activities and other household income activities. Consumption data are collected using a seven-day recall period. In every panel wave, households are interviewed twice: once in the 'post-planting' period, ranging from August to November, and once in the 'post-harvesting' period, ranging from February to April.
Consumption data-the welfare measure we use for our analysis-from these three different sources are not directly comparable. Preliminary results based on poverty and inequality figures computed on the GHS panel and the HNLSS indicate that the figures computed using the former look substantially different from those computed on the latter. The need for comparable data requires, thus, some form of homogenization of consumption figures. In a preliminary version of this paper we focused on the 2010-13 panel dataset (Clementi et al. 2014) . The main caveat was that a two-year difference was a short period in which to detect substantial modifications in the distribution. In particular, while consumption polarization might vary due to a number of exogenous factors (crisis, shocks, etc.) and we might observe significant differences, more difficult 4 is linking these transformations to specific covariates such as education, labour market access, spatial divide, and so forth.
In order to enable the data comparison over a longer time span (a decade), we employ survey-tosurvey imputation techniques derived from poverty mapping literature (see Elbers et al. 2003, among others) . Specifically, we use Wave 1 of the panel data to impute consumption on the 2003/04 NLSS survey. Given the importance of obtaining accurate estimates that are comparable over time, it is crucial to calibrate models in a year when both household consumption data and non-consumption data are available, and then use the model to impute household consumption data for years when only the non-consumption data are available. As we will discuss in greater detail below, we will use the panel Wave 2 as a benchmark to check the accuracy of our prediction and in a second stage use the same model to impute the 2003/04 data.
The imputation process is a simplified version of the methodology developed in Elbers et al. (2003) . Stifel and Christiaensen (2007) provide theoretical guidance regarding the variables to be included in imputation models. They recommend including covariates that change over time, but call for excluding variables whose rates of return are likely to change markedly in the face of evolving economic conditions. Following Stifel and Christiaensen (2007) , we included several household durables but excluded mobile phones, as their relationship with total household expenditure has been changing rapidly in the last ten years. In fact, ten years ago ownership of mobile phones was a good predictor of high income; today, such phones are prevalent among the lower-and middle-income classes and even among the poor (Ahmed et al. 2014) . Other variables include household characteristics, location, and zone-interacted variables. Most of the variables are significant and show the expected sign, and, more importantly, the model yields a 2 R of 0.46.
The procedure follows two stages. First, we estimate a model of log per capita real expenditures on a sample from panel Wave 1. The model can be defined as:
where α is an intercept, ik X is the vector of explanatory variables for household i and location k , β is the vector of regression coefficients, Z is the vector of location-specific variables, γ is the vector of coefficients, and the residual is decomposed into two independent components: the cluster-specific effect, k η , and a household-specific effect, ik ò . This structure allows both a location effect-common to all households in the same area-and heteroskedasticity in the householdspecific errors.
Second, to control for this location effect and heteroskedasticity we draw errors from the distribution of residuals for households in the same zone. We divide the sample into six groups based on six macro zones. The sample of the target distribution is also divided into six groups by the same methodology used for the original sample. Residuals are then drawn and imputed to households within each of the six groups. Following the bootstrap principle, residuals distribution is drawn for a number 50 R = of replications so as to obtain a number R of distributions.
For the purpose of visual representation, among these distributions we selected a 'representative' one-the one having the median standard deviation among all the simulated distributions. However, we ran our diagnostics and calculate relative distribution indexes over all the simulated distributions; findings show that differences are marginal.
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A synthesis of results is presented at the beginning of Section 4.
We apply different procedures to test the validity of the model: first, by means of in-sample criteria-by evaluating the 2 R size of the predicting model (1); then using out-of-sample ones, by testing the predictive capacity of the model on a known consumption distribution (2012/13) by quantile-to-quantile analysis and other visually oriented techniques such as kernel density comparison.
Results are also consistent using different imputation methods. The model in Equation (1) is compared to two alternative imputation techniques both in its ability to simulate the 2012/13 consumption distribution and in yielding similar polarization results (see Section 4 and Table 2); these are the Gaussian normal regression imputation method (MI_REG) 4 and the predictive mean matching imputation method (MI_PMM).
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In Figure 1 , panels (a) to (c), the three methods are compared via the quantile-to-quantile plot.
Our method (labelled as POV_MAP) is equivalent to MI_REG in minimizing the distance between real 2012/13 distribution and the simulated one. Both are more accurate than MI_PMM in predicting values located in the upper tail of the distribution. As an additional robustness test, in panel (d) of the same figure we compare the kernel density of the 2012/13 consumption distribution (ORIG), POV_MAP simulation and the two multiple imputation outcomes. The three methods produce rather similar distributions, but again MI_PMM truncates the upper tail of the distribution.
Although very similar in their out-of-sample performance, we eventually preferred to use POV_MAP because of the correction for heteroskedasticity and location effects. In Section 4 we also present some results from the other methods, but just to corroborate findings derived from POV_MAP imputation.
Measuring distributional polarization in Nigeria: The method based on the relative distribution
The relative distribution method (Handcock and Morris 1998, 1999) can be applied whenever the distribution of some quantity across two populations is to be compared, either cross-sectionally or over time. For our purposes, the 'relative distribution' is defined as the ratio of the income density in the comparison year to the income density in the reference year evaluated at each decile of the 6 income distribution, and can be interpreted as the fraction of households in the comparison population that fall in each reference income decile. This allows us to identify and locate changes that have occurred along the entire household income distribution. In particular, when the fraction of the comparison population in a decile is higher (lower) than the fraction in the reference year, the relative distribution will be higher (lower) than 1. When there is no change, the relative distribution will be flat at the value 1. Therefore, in this way one can distinguish between growth, stability or decline at specific points of the income distribution.
One of the major advantages of this method is the ability to decompose the relative distribution into changes in location, usually associated with changes in the median (or mean) of the income distribution, and changes in shape (including differences in variance, asymmetry and/or other distributional characteristics) that could be linked with several factors like, for instance, polarization. Formally, the decomposition can be written as: 
where
is a density function adjusted by an additive shift with the same shape as the reference distribution but with the median of the comparison one.
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The value ρ is the difference between the medians of the comparison and reference distributions. If the latter two distributions have the same median, the density ratio for location differences is uniform in [ ] 0,1 . Conversely, if the two distributions have a different median, the 'location effect' is increasing (decreasing) in r if the comparison median is higher (lower) than the reference one. The second term, which is the 'shape effect', represents the relative density net of the location effect and is useful to isolate movements (redistribution) occurring between the reference and comparison populations. For instance, we could observe a shape effect function with some sort of inverse Ushaped pattern if the comparison distribution is relatively less spread around the median than the location-adjusted one. Thus, it is possible to determine whether there is polarization of the income distribution (increases in both tails), 'downgrading' (increases in the lower tail), 'upgrading' (increases in the upper tail) or convergence of incomes towards the median (decreases in both tails).
This approach also includes a median relative polarization index (MRP), which is based on changes in the shape of the income distribution to account for polarization. This index is normalized so that it varies between -1 and 1, with 0 representing no change in the income distribution relative to the reference year. Positive values represent more polarization-increases in the tails of the distribution-and negative values represent less polarization, that is, convergence towards the 7 centre of the distribution. The MRP index for the comparison population can be estimated as (Morris et al. 1994: 217) :
where i r is the proportion of the median-adjusted reference incomes that are less than the th i income from the comparison sample, for 1, , i n = … , and n is the sample size of the comparison population.
The MRP index can be additively decomposed into the contributions to overall polarization made by the lower and upper halves of the median-adjusted relative distribution, enabling one to distinguish downgrading from upgrading. In terms of data, the lower relative polarization index (LRP) and the upper relative polarization index (URP) can be calculated as follows: Similarly to what is observed for location and shape decomposition, it is also possible to adjust the relative distribution for changes in the distribution of covariates measured on the households, which often vary systematically by population. The covariate adjustment technique can be used to separate the impacts of changes in population composition from changes in the covariate-response relationship.
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This decomposition according to covariates draws on the definition of a counterfactual distribution for the response variable in the reference population that is composition-adjusted to have the same distribution of the covariates as the comparison population.
Assume for simplicity that the covariate Z is categorical.
where K is the number of categories of the covariate) denote the probability mass functions of Z for the reference and comparison populations-that is, their composition according to the covariate. For 7 Recently, there have been several papers that have studied decomposition methods to explain changes in the unconditional distribution of an outcome variable due to either changes in the distribution of the covariates, or changes in the conditional distribution of the outcome given covariates, or both-see for instance the extensive survey by Fortin et al. (2011) on the wage decomposition literature. Benefits and drawbacks of some of these methods, and how they are often largely subsumed by the relative distribution framework, are reviewed in Handcock and Morris (1999) . 8 The extensions to continuous and multivariate covariates are considered in Handcock and Morris (1999 
and the density of Y given that Z k = :
These densities represent the covariate-response relationship. The marginal densities of 0 Y and Y can be written, respectively, as:
Then, the counter-factual distribution with the covariate composition of the comparison population and the covariate-response relationship of the reference population is:
and can be used to decompose the overall relative distribution into a component that represents the effect of changes in the marginal distribution of the covariate (the 'composition effect') and a component that represents the changes in the covariate-response relationship (the 'residual effect'). The decomposition can be represented in the following terms: f y have the same covariateresponse relationship, and the comparison between them-the composition effect-isolates the changes due to the different composition of the population under the assumption that the conditional distribution of income remains unchanged.
Results
As touched on earlier, to illustrate the results of using relative distribution methods we select among all the simulated distributions the one having the median standard deviation. This distribution can be considered as 'representative' of all the others since the relative polarization 9 indices obtained from its utilization (shown in Table 4 ) are very close to the simulated expected values for these indicators-their means over the 50 R = bootstrap replications-given in Table 2 .
Furthermore, the estimated standard errors (standard deviations over simulated values) are very small, meaning that our polarization estimates are also as near as possible to their 'true' value at each bootstrap iteration of the POV_MAP multiple imputation technique. The two alternative imputation methods, MI_REG and MI_PMM, show a not so dissimilar pattern of the overall consumption polarization in Nigeria, but for the reasons stated in Section 2 we will refer in the following to the results yielded by POV_MAP. Besides the growth in the real mean and median consumption expenditures, the most notable feature is that consumption shares of the poorest percentiles of the population decreased between approximately 1.3 and 1.6 per cent a year in the period examined, in contrast to what is observed for the richest percentiles, whose shares experienced average yearly increases of around 1.7 per cent. The Gini index grew at an annual average rate of 1.5 per cent between 2003/04 and 2012/13, while the increment in inequality detected by the Theil index is more pronounced, with an average growth rate of 4.2 per cent per annum. As for polarization, a sizeable increase is detected by both the Foster-Wolfson (1992) and Duclos-Esteban-Ray (2004) measures, which amounts to around 1.7 per cent per year in the first case and almost 1.5 per cent in the second. Further insight into the key changes occurring in the distribution of total per capita consumption expenditure of Nigerian households is provided by Figure 2 (a), which shows the density overlay for the two survey waves.
Changes in the Nigerian household consumption distribution
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Two major observations are apparent from this figure: first, the whole distribution shifted rightward following the increment in the median, and second, there was also an alteration of the shape-the consumption distribution is in fact more dispersed in 2012/13 than in 2003/04, as it appears to be characterized by a smaller peak and a fatter upper tail that are quite visible in the density overlay. The declines in the mass at the lower and middle ranges of the distribution, and the concomitant spreading out of expenditures in its top half, are also noticeable from Table 3 , where the reported values of the standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis all show a remarkable growth from one survey wave to the next. However, the graphical display above does not provide much information on the relative impact that location and shape changes had on the differences in the two distributions at every point of the expenditure scale. It also does not convey whether the upper and lower tails of the consumption distribution were growing at the same rate and for what reasons (that is, whether location and/or shape driven). As already pointed out in Section 3, this is exactly what the relative distribution method is particularly good at pulling out of the data. To get a more detailed picture, we decompose the relative density into location and shape effects according to Equation (2). Figure 2 (c) presents the effect due only to the median shift-that is, the pattern that the relative density would have displayed if there had been no change in distributional shape but only a location shift of the density. The effect of the median shift was quite large. This alone would have moved out of the four lowest deciles of the reference distribution a substantial fraction of 2012/13 households and placed them in any of the remaining deciles. Note, however, that neither tail of the observed relative distribution is well reproduced by the median shift. For example, the top decile of Figure 2 (c) is about 1.1 below the value of 1.5 observed in the actual data, and the bottom deciles of the same figure are also substantially lower than observed. These differences are explained by the shape effect presented in Figure 2 (d), which shows the relative density net of the median influence. Without the higher median, the greater dispersion of consumption expenditures in 2012/13 would have led to relatively more lowconsuming households in 2012/13, and this effect was mainly concentrated in the bottom decile. By contrast, at the top of the distribution the higher spread worked in the same direction of the location shift: operating by itself, it would have increased the share of households in the top decile of the 2012/13 consumption distribution by nearly 50 per cent. In sum, once changes in real median expenditure are netted out, a U-shaped relative density is observed, indicating that income (proxied by consumption) polarization was hollowing out the middle of the Nigerian household 11 The relative density function has been obtained by fitting a local polynomial to the estimated relative data. Throughout, we rely on the R statistical package reldist (Handcock 2014) to implement the relative distribution method. 12 We have chosen 2003/04 as the reference distribution throughout the analysis. Obviously, reversing the reference and comparison populations designation will change the view provided by the relative distribution graph and the displays of the estimated effects of location and shape shifts, because these are defined in terms of the reference population scale. However, designating which distribution will serve as the reference is a decision that must be made by the analyst, and in our application the natural choice was suggested by time ordering. In addition, the relative polarization indices (measurements of the degree to which a comparison distribution is more polarized than a reference distribution, and defined in terms of the relative distribution of the comparison relative to the medianadjusted reference) are symmetric, meaning that they are effectively invariant to whether the 2003/04 or 2012/13 consumption distribution is chosen as the reference-in fact, swapping the comparison and reference populations yields indices of the same magnitude and opposite sign (for example, Handcock and Morris 1999: 71-2, and Hao and Naiman 2010: 88-9). Thus, reversing the reference and comparison distributions designation will not alter our findings in a substantive way -if not for the fact that polarization would now be analysed in the reverse direction of time.
consumption distribution-with a cumulative loss that more than halved the number of households in deciles 2 through 8 of the 2012/13 distribution.
A link between what we have observed in the graphical analysis and the quantification of the degree of polarization is captured by the relative polarization indices. These indices keep track of changes in the shape of the distribution and measure their direction and magnitude. Table 4 reports the median, lower and upper polarization indices computed from the data using Equations (3)-(5).
The median index is significantly positive, implying a dispersion of the consumption distribution from the middle toward either or both of the two tails. The lower and upper polarization estimates indicate that both tails of the distribution are significantly positively polarized. The upper index, however, is slightly larger, indicating greater polarization in the upper tail of the distribution than in the lower tail.
Covariate decompositions
So far we have focused on comparing the distribution of Nigerian household consumption expenditure between two points in time. However, there are often covariates measured on the households that vary over time, and the impact of these changes on the observed outcomes could be of interest to economic policy and suggest possibilities worthy of consideration by its designers. In the relative distribution setting, exploring the distributional impacts of changes in a covariate requires that the relative distribution is adjusted for these changes using the methods from Section 3.4. This makes it possible to separate the impacts of changes in the distribution of the covariate (the 'composition effect') from changes in the conditional distributions of household consumption expenditure given the covariate levels (the 'residual effect'). Our Nigerian consumption microdata provide an opportunity to use this covariate adjustment technique as they contain a large set of covariates describing various sociodemographic characteristics of the respondents, household assets and characteristics of the dwelling. Here, the analysis is restricted to the following covariates: sex of household head; literacy status of household head; zone; main material used for floor; main source of drinking water; main cooking fuel; main toilet facility. This selection was inspired both from previous poverty research-which advocates the inclusion of covariates that change over time, but excluding those that are likely to change markedly in the face of evolving economic conditions (for example, Stifel and Christiaensen 2007)-and the fact that many of the covariates excluded from the analysis did not affect the statistical significance of the predicting model used to impute the 2003/04 data. Table 5 presents the usual summary statistics for the population sub-groups defined by the levels of the covariates analysed.
The corresponding average percentage changes between 2003/04 and 2012/13 are given in Table 6 .
Both the mean and median consumption expenditures rose during the period analysed for many population sub-groups-exceptions are represented by households headed by illiterate individuals, households with inadequate housing infrastructures (such as unsafe water, low-quality flooring material, no toilet facility and firewood as the main cooking device) and households living in the northeast and northwest zones of the country. At the same time, apart from households in the north central region, all groups experienced increasing inequality according to both the Gini coefficient and the Theil index. Population and consumption shares changed instead more heterogeneously, following patterns of increases and decreases with different magnitudes over time. In particular, there appears to have been almost no change in the proportion of male-headed households, while female-headed households declined somewhat. By contrast, the fractions of households with a literate head and good-quality housing infrastructures (such as safe water, medium-to-high-quality flooring material and non-firewood cooking devices) grew considerably relative to their counterparts; households with no toilet facility, however, are more common in 2012/13 than in 2003/04. Finally, the proportions of households that consist of individuals living in the northern zones of the country increased between 2003/04 and 2012/13, whereas households in the southern regions declined slightly.
The above population trends are also visible in Figure 3 , which plots the relative distributions of the covariates for 2012/13 to 2003/04.
Conceptually, these relative densities are similar to the one constructed for consumption expenditure in the previous section, though the graphs are not nearly as smooth because of natural discreteness of the covariates. By reading across the bottom axis one can see the frequencies of reference households cumulated by levels of the covariates, while reading off the y -axis for a given level of the categorical variables allows one to find the relative frequency of comparison households in each group defined by that level. The labels at the top show the categories of the covariates, and can be used for both the reference and comparison populations.
However, as already mentioned earlier in this section, in order to assess the impact of changes in population characteristics on the Nigerian consumption distribution the relative density must be decomposed by the distributions of the covariates. This is shown in Figure 4 , which presents the covariate composition effects, and Figure 5 , which displays the effects of residual changes-that is, the expected relative density of Nigerian consumption expenditures had the covariate compositions of the 2003/04 and 2012/13 populations been identical. Figure 4 are pretty close to a uniform distribution, suggesting that the observed differences in population composition according to the selected covariates had little effect on the overall changes that occurred over the decade. There were slight decreases in the bottom half and there was tiny growth at the top of the distribution associated with some of these compositional shifts, but the observed changes were only partly driven by modifications in these characteristics of the population. This perception is confirmed by the adjusted distributions shown in Figure 5 , which, in the absence of major compositional effects, are not much different from the original one depicted in Figure 2( 
Most of the panels in
b).
A similar conclusion can be drawn when looking at Table 7 , which presents the set of relative polarization indices for each group defined by the covariates obtained by comparing their consumption distributions over time.
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If each of the group-specific polarization indices were close to 0, this would imply that after holding changes in the distributions of the covariates constant there is no residual polarization in consumption expenditures. The polarization we observe in the overall consumption distribution would then be due entirely to changing characteristics of the population over time. Instead, we see 13 a different scenario. Apart from the north central households and those with an illiterate head and no toilet facility, the estimates indicates a statistically significant increase of polarization in the subgroup distributions, except for households who reside in the northeast and northwest regions of the country and those with inadequate flooring in dwelling units, for whom some convergence toward the median is detected. The growth of polarization stems from a shift away from the median of both tails, and this seems to happen asymmetrically, as the LRP indices are in many cases more positive than the URPs-thus indicating more polarization in the lower than in the upper tail. Households headed by men, women or illiterates and households with good flooring material in dwellings, unsafe water and cooking with firewood, instead, are more polarized in the upper than in the lower tail of their consumption distribution-or at least they are so the same way. Overall, these patterns confirm that compositional shifts contributed little to the observed consumption polarization or, in other words, holding the changes in population characteristics constant does almost nothing to reduce overall polarization. 14 The above conclusion suggests that the main drivers of polarization are to be found elsewhere, namely in the changes occurring over the decade in the consumption distributions of the groups defined by the covariates. While the covariate adjustment technique identifies the impact of changing population characteristics on the distribution of consumption expenditures, comparing the groups defined by the covariates directly makes it possible to analyse the changes within and between these groups' consumption distributions. As already observed, many population subgroups were both location-shifted (Tables 5 and 6 ) and more polarized (Table 7) . To see what impact these location and shape shifts in the sub-groups' distributions had on their relative positions within the overall consumption distribution, we compare the changes in deciles of the between-group relative distributions for 2003/04 and 2012/13 to the changes that would have occurred if only the medians or shapes of the groups had changed. More specifically, for each decile we decompose the absolute change:
into the marginal effect of the median shift from the 2003/04 relative density:
and those of the shape changes in the sub-groups' consumption distributions:
where ( ) Summing up to the total difference given by Equation (11), these effects form a complete decomposition and allow us to determine what proportion of households were moved into or out of a decile of the overall distribution by changes in relative median-and group-specific shape.
The spatial distribution of household consumption expenditure definitely provided the most attractive results. Figure 6 presents the decomposition for each of the six Nigerian macro regions as compared to the rest of the country.
The solid bars show the total change by decile from Equation (11), and each of the lines represents one of the three components in the decomposition defined by Equations (12)- (14). We can see two ongoing distinctive patterns, both accentuating polarization. In the south-south and the southwest, relative to the rest of the country, residents tend to move out of the lower deciles of the distribution due to changes in the relative median. More precisely, had the location effect been the only one operating, we would have seen in both cases a clear transition of southeners from lower to upper deciles of the national distribution. However, the shape effect of both regions moved in the opposite direction, partially offsetting the positive impact of growth. Particularly in the lower deciles, the shape change is positive, indicating a clear trend of lower polarization in these areas that goes in the opposite direction vis-à-vis the national (residual) trend. This pattern is mirrored by what is going on in the upper deciles: a location effect higher than in the rest of the country (especially in the southwest) and an accentuated tendency to upper polarization in both regions. For what concerns the northeast and the northwest, the conflict-stricken areas, had the location effect been the only operating force we would have seen a disproportionate increase in people in these regions occupying the lower national deciles compared to the rest of the countrythey basically lagged behind. The increase of polarization in the rest of the country helped to offset this effect, filling the lower deciles of households from other regions too, whereas for the rest of the distribution we observe in practice a generalized decline of the relative position of these regions in the national distribution. Finally, while the north central region improves relative to the rest of the country in lower deciles, the southeast region comes to show a more articulated pattern of distributional change.
Results for the other covariates (not shown here but available upon request) looked as expected: compared to 2003/04, households with an illiterate head or not having good cooking material, toilet, floor and safe water were all increasingly occupying the lower deciles of the distribution, and the gap in terms of consumption with the rest was increasing. Instead, the relative fraction of households headed by females in the upper deciles of the distribution was rising during the period, whereas male-headed households were moving into the deciles below the median. In spite of the fact that Nigerian society is mainly patriarchal, where men have better access to productive resources than women, poverty seems greater among men than women.
Concluding remarks
In the last two decades there have been two emerging narratives on Sub-Saharan Africa. The first paints a picture of an emerging continent where the middle classes are expanding, and prosperity is reaching large swaths of the population (African Development Bank 2011; Fine et al. 2012) . The other narrative acknowledges the relatively robust growth in the past two decades, but points to slow reduction in poverty. According to this second narrative, the lack of faster reduction in poverty may be due, in part, to increasing disparities. Nigeria, the most populous country in the African continent, experienced a stable and sustained growth over recent years but, despite this, the outcomes in terms of poverty reduction have not been satisfactory: while poverty seems to have declined in the coastal south and around the federal capital, Abuja, a large belt of northeastern states have experienced a clear stagnation in poverty reduction.
Our conjecture is that Nigeria in the last decade has also gone through significant changes in the distribution of economic resources that generated mainly, but not exclusively, a fast rise in inequalities. Inequality, we argue, represents just one aspect of the whole problem: the country is undergoing through a fast process of polarization. Polarization is increasingly becoming a concern in many developing countries. In income-polarized societies people cluster around group means and tend to be far from the mean/median of the overall distribution; as a consequence, the middle class in polarized societies struggles to consolidate its position. This has several economic consequences for the country, but also reflects in growing political instability.
Studies on polarization in Nigeria are surprisingly few and have tackled the topic with a narrow approach. This paper aims at filling this gap by undertaking an analysis that is innovative from different points of view. First, the period considered is a decade; the length of the time span, in absence of big shocks, is crucial if one wants to detect significant transformations in the welfare distribution. Second, the welfare measures compared (consumption per capita) are fully homogeneous. To obtain this we made use of survey-to-survey estimation techniques (Elbers et al. 2003 ) and tested their robustness using different methodologies and comparing results.
Finally, and most importantly, we employed the 'relative distribution' approach (Handcock and Morris 1998, 1999) to analyse changes in the Nigerian household consumption distribution in the period considered. The novelty of this method consists in providing a non-parametric framework for taking into account all of the distributional differences that could arise in the comparison of distributions over time and space. In this way, we have been able to summarize multiple features of the expenditure distribution that would not be detected easily from a comparison of standard measures of inequality and polarization.
The analysis reveals significant changes in the consumption distribution. Net of an average increase in consumption, a clear rise in polarization is detected, meaning that the distributional movements observed between 2003/04 and 2012/13 hollowed out the middle of the Nigerian household consumption distribution and increased concentration of the mass toward the highest and lowest deciles.
This pattern of distributional change, however, is not entirely homogeneous within the country, but varies from zone to zone. By means of covariates analysis, controlling by spatial characteristics of household head, we are able to highlight a relevant issue: in the south (southwest and south-south) relative to the rest of the country lower deciles tend to be emptied accentuating the tendency to upper polarization in both regions. In the northwest and in the conflict-stricken northeast regions, had the growth effect been the only operating force, we would have seen a disproportionate increase in people of this region occupying the lower national deciles compared to the rest of the country.
These modifications occurred between 2003/04 and 2012/13 and describe a situation of accentuated polarization where households living in the north increasingly moved from the centre towards the bottom of the consumption distribution, while southern households increasingly moved upward. The overall impact was a generalized hollowing out of the distribution centre and a further accentuation of the north-south divide already characterizing the country.
Understanding the political and economic consequences of these sharp distributional changes is beyond the scope of this paper. However, some clear trends can already be foreseen. As mentioned, the non-consolidation of the middle class is the first and more obvious side effect of accentuated polarization. Second, and not so much explored in the context of developing countries, is the tendency of polarized society to be more conflict-prone. Recent episodes in Brazil, Egypt and Turkey suggest the existence of this link between polarization and conflict, yet so far no relevant empirical evidence has been produced to underpin the existing theoretical models (Esteban and Ray 1999 , 2008 , 2011 . Nigeria is clearly an ideal candidate for such analysis, and our future research will be directed toward understanding how existing conflicts in Nigerian societies can be interpreted and linked to the patterns of polarization. 
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